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Samplitude Music Studio 16 features some of the most useful and essential tools used in music editing including audio editing tools, audio recording tools, MIDI editing tools, a multi-track sequencer and more. Features: - Over 200 effects and plugins, including ADAT-style plugins for CD mastering - 32-bit DirectSound support for the best sound
quality - MIDI and audio recording and editing - Real-time effects including Auto-EQ, Bass and EQ, Compression and Normalization, Equalization, Limiter, Mixer, RMS, Saturation, Speed Control, Tape saturation, Time Stretch and other effects - Offline editing with a large sequencer with automatic transposition - MIDI recording, editing, and
sending - 32-bit MIDI recording and editing - Integration of Audio Note and time line - Real-time percussion editing - Instrument and Effects libraries with thousands of high-quality samples and presets - Automated tempo sync with the BPM - MIDI editor with editable keys, piano roll, and more - Melodic instrument editor with a large library of
samples - Randomize playback with Beat Repeat - 2-band equalizer, 2-band compressor/limiter and auto-gain control - Sample sequencer with time line - Powerful timing engine - Powerful instrument editor and sampler with keys, piano roll, and more - Modulation effect with low-frequency effects - Noise effect with dynamics and release control
- Noise gate - Digital delay and reverb - Virtual Acoustic Piano - 32-bit playback - 64-bit support - Independent BPM and metronome - Tape recorder and multi-track recorder - 16-bit recording and playback - Import and export of up to 16-bit files - All of the features of Sequencer Studio 16 - New: - 16-bit high quality auto-equalizer and
compressor (ADAT/SPDIF only) - 16-bit stereo mixer (ADAT/SPDIF only) - 16-bit saturation for VST plugins and hardware processors (ADAT/SPDIF only) - All effects are now 64-bit - SRS surround modes for playback and recording - Enhanced auto-panner and EQ - Raw recording into unlimited internal sampler (ADAT/SPDIF only) 2-band compressor/limiter and auto-gain control (ADAT/SPDIF only) - 2-band equalizer with 16 bands (ADAT/SPDIF only) - Panning and reverb - Stereo input - Mono output - 32-bit
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Magix Samplitude Music Studio 15 (PC) DVD): Amazon.co.uk: Software. . Audio playback: Full duplex 16-bit sound card or ASIO-enabled sound card. Additional input devices: High quality microphone and instrument mixing consoles such as YAMAHA YM2000, CELVETI U-100, HOHNER UR-C. The kit also includes a controller for
controlling effects and recording functions. . Additional recording devices: High quality 32-bit recording instrument such as SONAR PRO2 SILENT, SONAR LE PRO, PLUMBUM PRO2 SILENT, PLUMBUM LE PRO2, MAYHEM LE SILENT, PLUMBUM LE SILENT or SONAR LE SILENT. . fffad4f19a
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